
Dear friends!
Dear friends,

We did not even turn around, and it’s already time 
to round up 2018. As in previous years, this year 
flew in an instant.

There were numerous activities, but this year 
I would like to emphasise my dear colleagues 
because they have again shown how you can count 
on them at any time and that this adaptability to 
new situations is the only important one. It is nice 
to work in an environment where everyone knows 
their place, values, and greatness, but they are 
also happy to jump in the ones that may be less 
familiar, new - because it’s simply necessary.

It is also a real example of a “good practice” for 
our new young colleagues that have joined us 
this year. I’m glad they are a part of the team and I 
want to thank them for their hard work and effort!

Every year at the end of the season, beginning 
of the October, the number of visitors drastically 
falls, but it is not the time when we plunge into 
“hibernation”, it is rather a period when we do 
not know where to begin :)
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This year we changed the adoption packages 
and dolphins that you can adopt, so be sure to 
check it out now on our web.

It is nice to be part of a story that can, if necessary, 
change so much that the end becomes a 
beginning, and the beginning becomes the end!

...until we meet again, I greet you!

Andrea Borić
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 Another research year full of interesting 
events is ending. The first exciting hours spent 
at sea were marked by an unexpected report of a 
dead fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) found near 
Veli Lošinj. With the help of numerous organizations 
and in collaboration with all relevant institutions, we 
managed to sink the whale wrapped up in a net at 
the most appropriate location in order to let natural 
processes biologically degrade the soft tissue 
leaving us in the end with the cleaned skeleton of 
this animal.

The year continued with numerous field trips that 
included the distant area of Nature Park Telašćica 
and Kornati National Park where we encountered 
several individuals known to our Blue World Vis 
research team as individuals seen in the area of 
Vis archipelago. What we were particularly thrilled 

about was certainly a group of around 50 common 
dolphins (Delphinus delphis) that we have observed 
off the coast of the Island Mana (Kornati archipelago). 
Over 520 hours of fieldwork resulted in 168 dolphin 
encounters, which is the highest number of dolphin 
encounters observed within one research year from 
the Lošinj field station. This year’s data analysis is in 
progress. The first results indicated that this was not 
the first occasion we met with some of the individuals 
of common dolphins observed this year. We already 
knew them from previous encounters recorded 
in 2015 and 2016 near Dugi otok which we wrote 
about in previous editions of Aquamarine. Also, by 
comparing the individuals of bottlenose dolphins 
(Tursiops truncatus) seen in the area of Lošinj with 
those spotted in Vis area, we have found out that 
some of them have been observed on locations 
distant over 250 km which is very interesting 
information for us.

By the end of data analysis, we will know exactly how 
many individuals we encountered, which individuals 
were they and how many of them we encountered for 
the first time. We will also get to know which females 
got newborns this year, and determine which calves 
became independent.

We also need to mention that this year numerous 
students and eco-volunteers joined our work. We 
would like to thank them all a lot for their help, it was 
very appreciated.

Written by: Nikolina Rako-Gospić
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 dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) Niko with his mother Jelena

bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) Nataša jumping in front of Mali Lošinj 
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 By the end of April, with nice weather and 
a new member, our Vis team started the research 
season. Our new volunteer Nick, a third year biology 
student from Netherlands, has joined us for four 
months. During the season, we have encountered 88 
bottlenose dolphin groups or a total of 379 individuals, 
of which 34 were young dolphins swimming in 
the group with their mothers. We were particularly 
pleased when we found Garbin – a dolphin that has 
not been seen since 2009 and Broken Fin which 
was named after the injury most likely received by 
a boat propeller and was seen for the last time eight 
years ago. We have also identified Djaxx, Buža, 
Hood, Shpongle and Tangens, dolphins we usually 
see around islands of northern Dalmatia. One of the 
most unforgettable experiences of the season was 
offered to us by two well-known dolphins. We had 
just finished photographing our last sighting of that 
day and the sun was already setting down, when 

Mijo and YoYo rushed towards the ferry heading to 
the Vis port. They left us completely speechless so 
you better take a look yourself at what happened 
next.

In addition to our research activities, we have 
organized an educational bilingual exhibition in 
Komiža, as part of the “Monitoring of the bottlenose 
dolphin community in Vis archipelago” project. 
Residents and visitors of Vis island could see some 
of the most attractive photographs taken during 
our ten-year research and find out more about the 
main threats to marine organisms and environment. 
We would like to thank the Ministry of Regional 
Development and EU funds for supporting this 
project.

Written by: Maša Frleta-Valić
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LIFE Euroturtles project news
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 The 2nd year of implementation of the 
project „Collective actions for improving the 
conservation status of the EU sea turtle populations“ 
- LIFE EUROTURTLES is behind us. We conducted 
activities aimed at mitigating the negative impact 
of fisheries on sea turtle bycatch and mortality and 
increasing sea turtle rehabilitation capacity.

Throughout the year we organized several workshops 
to provide the fishermen with the information on the 
correct handling of sea turtles caught on longlines 
or in the net. Moreover, our research team continued 
testing the effectiveness of visual deterrents in 
reducing sea turtle bycatch by setting modified 
trammel nets equipped with green-coloured light-
emitting diodes (LED), in collaboration with  fishermen 
operating in the waters off Savudrija, Croatia.

In cooperation with the Croatian Agency for the 
Environment and Nature, a network of collaborating 
institutions was expanded by providing a number 
of veterinary stations and other relevant institutions 
in Croatia with sea turtle rescue kits including a 
carrier-container appropriate for public transport, 
first aid items such as bandages, gloves and pliers 
for removing foreign material, measurement tape, 
tags and tagging pliers with a sea turtle management 
manual. Rescue kits will contribute to a timely and 
effective response to reports of injured or sick animals 
and their successful rehabilitation.

Project is carried out with the assistance of LIFE 
financial instrument of the European Union.

Follow us on www.facebook.com/LifeEuroturtles or 
www.twitter.com/LifeEuroturtles

Green turtle in Karin Sea

On August 12th 2018, Blue World Institute researchers 
received a report of a green turtle (Chelonia mydas) 
swimming close to the shore in Karin Sea (CE Adriatic) 
through the eTURTLE app. Sightings of green turtles 
are rare in north-central Adriatic and available data 
on its movements in this area is scarce, thereby 
exemplifying the usefulness of citizen science 
campaigns. Considering the animal was found in 
a small and enclosed basin that experiences low 
water temperature during the winter, the turtle was 
relocated to Vis Island to be released and find its way 
to wintering grounds.

For more information visit www.euroturtles.eu

eTurtle app

eTurtle is a citizen science application aimed at 
collecting information on observations of sea turtles 
in the wild. Sea turtles are globally endangered 
species and everyone can help protecting them. Get 
involved in our citizen science programme, share your 
observations, and see what others are reporting. The 
application is developed within the LIFE Euroturtles 
project (LIFE15 NAT/HR/000997) co-funded by 
European Union. Currently it is available for Android 
OS and can be downloaded from Playstore.

With your support, we aim to ensure a better future 
for our sea turtles!

Written by: Mateja Zekan and Jure Miočić-Stošić
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Collective actions for improving the conservation status of the EU sea turtle 
populations (LIFE15 NAT/HR/000997).
Project is carried out with the assistance of LIFE financial instrument of the 
European Union.
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Educational projects in 2018

Exhibition “Diversity matters”

This year Blue World Institute was celebrating World 
Water Day on 22nd of March and Earth Day on 22nd 
of April by hosting the travelling exhibition “Diversity 
matters”, designed by Natural History Museum from 
Rijeka.

Fish and Fisheries for children

The Blue World Institute is cooperating with the local 
kindergarten from Mali Lošinj on the project with the 
intention to educate children on fish biology, fish 
species, fisheries and importance of the fish food 
in our daily diet. Financial support for the project 
activities was provided by Ministry of Regional 
Development and EU Funds, Department for Islands 
and by City of Mali Lošinj. Project activities are still 
ongoing with new groups of preschool children.

“Mediterranean Ceatceans in our schools“

The ACCOBAMS Permanent Secretariat, based in 
Monaco, is implementing the “ACCOBAMS Survey 
Initiative”(ASI) project whose general objective is to 
establish a harmonized and coordinated monitoring 
system for cetacean species at the level of the 
ACCOBAMS area, in the Mediterranean and the Black 
Sea, with a view in particular to increase knowledge 
on cetacean populations and to improve conservation 
measures for these endangered species. Blue World 
Institute’s researchers participated in the aerial 

survey within this project and our educators joined 
the public awareness campaign with the project 
“Mediterranean Cetaceans in our schools”. The 
„Mediterranean Cetaceans“ presentation by Blue 
World Instiute’s Education Team was presented to 
students of ten elementary schools at Croatian coast 
- Mali Lošinj, Veli Lošinj, Nerezine, Cres, Krk, Lovran, 
Rijeka, Poreč, Žbandaj and Split, total number of 602 
children.

Specialized education programmes

Among specialized education programmes that we 
organized and participated this year, two stand out. 
As a part of EU projects EKLIPSE and MARCONS 
in June we participated in the organization and 
hosted the „IMBER – science, policy, society 
interface“ international workshop (link). Another very 
successful programme we hosted this summer was 
the International School of Marine Conservation 
Science organized in collaboration with Department 
of Biodiversity, University of Primorska, Slovenia 
and Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, Oregon 
State University, USA (link). For our team members 
both workshops were valuable experience and great 
opportunity for making new contacts and developing 
future cooperation with scientists from all over the 
world.

Erasmus + project „Aquatic Life Lab“ (ALL)

Members of the Blue World Institute’s education 
team are cooperating with Italian colleagues from 
Fondazione Cetacea onlus as scientific experts in 
Erasmus + project Aquatic Life Lab (ALL). Leaders 
of the project are Italian organizations Fondazione 
ENI Enrico Mattei and Civicamente and the aim of 
the project is to connect students from four high 
schools from Italy, Cyprus and Croatia in exchange 
of experiences and joint work on the common tasks 
related to marine biology. As a part of project activities 
Blue World Institute’s experts participated with Italian 
colleagues in development of an education platform 
as a primary source of information for encouraging 
students to research. All students involved in the 
project can click on the „virtual suite“ section (link) 
and find numerous interesting information related 
to marine biology, ecology and conservation 
classified under several main chapters. We believe 
that this portal and our contribution to it will serve 
as a valuable education tool for many future marine 
biologists.

Written by: Marinela Cukrov Car and Jelena Basta

“19th Young and Mediterranean Meetings” of 
Euro-Mediterranean Network in Nice

In October 2018 Blue World Junior Youth Club 
(BWJYC) participated at the 19th Young and 
Mediterranean Meetings of Euro-Mediterranean 
Network in Nice. The representative of BWJYC 
presented our initiative within the local authorities to 
prevent and mitigate problem of litter at the beaches 
of the island of Lošinj.
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Dolphin watching

Written by: Martina Antoninić

www.dolphin-watching.com

 Are you interested in what one of our 
dolphin watching trip looks like? If so, you are in the 
right place! Each tour includes an introductory lecture 
before the boat departs in order to make visitors 
better acquainted with our bottlenose dolphins, as 
well as other species which you may meet at sea. 
Then comes the most exciting part – a trip with the 
boat including a skipper and educator. With each 
departure from the harbor, our attention, but also the 
visitor’s attention, is aimed at finding the dolphins. 
Everyone is looking towards the open sea in search 
of a dorsal fin or more of them, and our excitement 
grows with every visitor’s shout and exclamation: 
“There they are!” Most often it is a wave from another 
boat, which is easily mistaken for dolphins at great 
distances, but we are happy that our visitors are 
active and interested. Once we find the dolphins, 
there is no end to our joy, especially those of the 
youngest ones! That is actually the most beautiful 
moment for the skipper and me, the educator - to see 
happiness, excitement and enchantment in the eyes 
of the visitor. On average, we have four tours per day.

The bottlenose dolphins that live around the island 
of Lošinj are really active. This summer they often 
approached the boat and were bow riding. We also 

saw them hunting for fish and socializing, performing 
various jumps, and we even witnessed a struggle for 
domination between two males. We also saw several 
newborns and calves swimming alongside their 
mother, which is extremely rejoicing.

We are very proud of our success rate, which this 
year amounts to 93%! But do you know what we are 
most impressed by? It´s those few visitors who show 
exceptional understanding when we do not find the 
dolphins, which is a confirmation of our effort, work 
and education about these wonderful creatures – 
after all - they are free, wild animals protected by 
law. We want you, dear reader, to join us in search 
for dolphins and experience an unforgettable 
experience! You can already make your reservation 
on the website www.dolphin-watching.com, and in 
order to get a little insight into what our tour looks 
like, take a look at our Facebook page and a few 
photos from this year below. We are eagerly awaiting 
the next season, new and old visitors, just as new 
and old dolphins and calm sea.
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Join us!

 This year, during Internship and Eco-
volunteering programs, we had some unforgettable 
and exciting moments. Students started to join us 
already in January and by the end of April, in our 
office, you could hear Portuguese, Dutch and German 
language. With their creative ideas and hard work 
they contributed to our work and gained skills and 
knowledge in the field of marine biology. The hard 
work has paid off during the field trips and dolphin 
sightings. Even during the long trips to Kornati 
National Park and Nature Park Telašćica our students 
couldn’t hide their thrill. For additional magic, nature 
showed us almost unreal colorations of the sky at 
dawn.

In the summer months 30 eco-volunteers from all 
over the world joined our project. Most of them were 
coming from UK, Germany and USA, but we also had 
few from Spain, France, Israel, Sweden and Serbia. 
During two weeks, they helped us in behaviour and 
dolphin movement data collection and learned how to 
identify dolphins based on their dorsal fin using photo 
identification method. We had plenty of fun moments 
when visiting the Blue Cave on the Island of Cres and 
sandy beaches on the islands of Ilovik and Oruda. We 
hope that the post, which our eco-volunteer Stacey 

Written by: Tihana Vučur Blazinić

wrote on her Facebook page, will bring you a piece 
of the atmosphere. In addition, to all those that still 
haven’t participated in one of our programs, we just 
want to say “Join Us”!

„This summer I went on a holiday to Croatia, to be a 
part of the Adriatic Dolphin Project (ADP). 2 weeks of 
volunteering on the beautiful island Lošinj, by helping 
the Blue World Institute with the longest ongoing 
study of bottlenose dolphins in the Mediterranean 
Sea. It was quite a journey to get there, but also totally 
worth it! It was a fun and educational experience and 
I met a lot of lovely people. I’ll never forget Ivans 
newborn (and the enthusiasm of Tihana), the *sshole 
card game, the very salty but beautiful ocean and lots 
of ice creams. Thank you all for the amazing holiday 
we created together!“

the end of a long day on the boat

Written by:  Stacey Koelman 

volunteers on the research boatenjoying the Adriatic Sea
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New adoption packages!

 For many years now we had the same 
dolphins for the adoption and we decided that it was 
time for a refreshment! We are very happy that we 
can present you four new dolphins - Duje, Nola, Elmar 
and Elsa.

In order for us to not write twice, and for you to not 
read twice, more information about the dolphins, 
which of these are male, and which female, where 
they are, how old they are, etc. you can read at the 
section „Where are they now?“.

But that is not all! We have also changed the 
appearance and content of the adoption packages. 
The packages that are available are as follows:

- e-adoption, which contains a personalized 
certificate of adoption with dolphin´s picture and 
accompanying text that you will receive by e-mail and 
the annual magazine “Aquamarine”

- basic adoption, a package that includes a 
personalized certificate of adoption with dolphin´s 
picture and accompanying text, membership card 
and magnet, bookmarks, Blue World Institute’s flyers 
and the annual magazine “Aquamarine”

Written by: Martina Antoninić

- junior adoption, a package with the same content 
as the previous, but it also includes plush dolphin

To further cheer up the school groups that decide to 
adopt a dolphin, we will include an educational CD 
in their package that can also be used in class. More 
about adoption packages and dolphins can be found 
on our website.

As most of you already know, it is a one-time 
payment and your membership lasts for one year.  
It includes free entry to the Lošinj Marine Education 
Centre where you can get more information about 
the dolphin you adopted.

We would like to use this opportunity to thank all 
those who support the protection of the bottlenose 
dolphins in the Adriatic Sea and other activities of the 
Blue World Institute with this symbolic adoption. And 
for those who are still thinking, know your dolphin 
awaits you!

junior adoption package

 With the support of the City of Mali Lošinj 
Tourist Board, on Sunday, 1st of July 2018 the Blue 
World Institute organized the 26th Dolphin Day. The 
Lošinj Marine Education Centre was opened all 
day for visitors and the programme began in the 
afternoon. In front of the Lošinj Marine Education 
Centre we organized art workshops for the youngest 
visitors and “Sea Photo Safari” for older ones. At 
the same time, 96 contestants were divided into 7 
teams and participated in our traditional game called 
“The Treasure Hunt “. After the completion of the 
activities, animator Lucijan joined us and turned the 
square in Veli Lošinj into a dance floor with his fun 
choreography. In the evening, after announcement of 
the winners of all competitions and award ceremonies, 
two lectures where held, lecture about Aerial survey 
on the distribution and abundance of bottlenose 
dolphins and lecture about the LIFE EUROTURTLES 
project, which is currently underway and is related to 
research and protection of marine turtles. Read more 
here.
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 Blue World Institute celebrated World Sea 
Turtle Day this year, as a part of the educational 
activities on LIFE Euroturtles project, with the 
support from Mali Lošinj Tourist Board, by organizing 
workshop for children at the Ridimutak Beach at the 
island of Lošinj.

World Sea
Turtle Day

Written by: Marinela Cukrov Car

Dolphin Day art in the making
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Written by: Tihana Vučur Blazinić, 
Maša Frleta-Valić

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?     

 Our adventurer Jop was seen this year in 
the northern part of Lošinj waters and for the first 
time off the western coast of the island of Cres, 
more precisely near the village Martinšćica. To our 
surprise, a part from Jop in the same group we 
also encountered Kiko, Vinko, Opima, Vivian, Maro, 
dolphins that we generally see along the eastern 
coast of Lošinj island. A part of this group was also 
made of our „westerners “ - Sean, Kazimi, Melita and 
others, which made this encounter very dinamic and 
interesting. The dominant males were chasing each 
other and jumping, while the females remained on 
the side watching. In this competition, Jop was in 
the centre of our attention, not due to his unique fin, 
but rather by jumping high and skilled swimming. 
We soon realized the reason for this gathering was 

 

 We are bringing you some good news! In 
August, a female dolphin Ivan became a mother for 
the third time! When we saw Ivan’s dorsal fin, which 
has remained unchanged for years, there was a 
small dorsal fin of the same shape swimming next 
to her. If you take a look at the photo, you will notice 
it yourself, this calf obviously inherited the shape of 

SANTIAGO      

IVAN      

JOP      

the dorsal fin from its mother.
In order to make the care for the calves easier, female 
dolphins Ivan, Nataša, Elsa and Anna joined together 
i a group, helping each other babysitting. Ivan was 
often seen in larger groups of over 30 individuals 
around the island of Trstenik and in Lošinj channel, 
where male dolphins Šime, Blow, Meta and Quirin 
were also present, as well as two of Ivan’s offspring 
born in 2012 and 2015 that already got independent. 
It was nice to see the Ivan’s family together!

 Although we saw Santiago in spring off the 
eastern side of the island of Lošinj, near the island 
of Orijule, encountering her off the west coast of 
Lošinj and Ilovik island was not rare. Her calf, born 
in 2015, was no longer in her company. Although we 
haven’t seen it this year we believe it has reached 
the independence and hope to see it again in 
the following years. One particularly impressive 
encounter with Santiago occurred at dawn around 
the purse seiner. As the sun came out and illuminated 
the sea in the pink and orange shades, along the 
sounds of seagulls, about 20 dolphins were briefly 
emerging around the purse seiners, in the intervals 
between the intensive fishing. Santiago was in the 
company of younger individuals including Celinas11, 
Lovros09, Duga and Duga’s calf. As the feast ended, 
Santiago happily jumped several times continuing 
north in direction of the island of Susak in the 
company of Duga and her calf.

a large group of fish that they hunted together all the 
way to the Cres channel. We left the cheerful group 
after two hours, thinking how will Jop surprise us 
next time.

 This year, we saw the female dolphin Tac 
only once. Along with 18 other individuals including 
Nataša, Maks, Quirin, Tea, Zora and Jelena, Tac 
was travelling towards the island of Orijule. Nobody 
expected what followed. Along the way to Orijule we 
encountered over 40 other dolphins that Tac and her 
friends joined forming one large group. Among these 
dolphins there were some we usually see in Kornati 
archipelago. It seemed as if we have witnessed a 
big social event in which male dolphins competed 
showing all their strength, while the females stayed 
on the side as it generally happens, diving in search 
for food. Although Tac doesn’t have a calf this year, 
she accompanied other females babysitting their 
calves.

TAC       

BOA       

SIR DAVID       

 Sir David also returned to his old territory. 
At the beginning of July, we noticed him feeding 

behind trawler Levante which was fishing near the 
island of Biševo. Bottlenose dolphins sometimes 
collect injured and disoriented fish that drop out of 
the net, making the hunt easier and more efficient. 
Minding his own business, Sir David was not very 
interested in photo shooting, so we let him eat 
undisturbed, hoping to see him again soon. And we 
did! Ten days later, we found him in a very interesting 
company. Two mothers with calves - Jonka and 
Katrafund, Umberto - the dolphin we have not seen 
in nine years, Buža - the dolphin often seen around 
the island of Žirje and our well-known dolphin Ryan, 
joined Sir David in his adventures that day.

 After a short absence, Boa returned to 
Vis waters. Boa is a bottlenose dolphin that has 
attracted special interest of our researchers due to 
breathing problems. Since she breathes through the 
mouth and emerges from the sea with her head first, 
she is recognizable from a great distance. During the 
first week of the research season on Vis, we saw her 

near the islet of Greben. Boa was swimming alone 
towards the cape Stončica where she joined Leda 
and 1060 with their calves and few adult dolphins. 
Three weeks later, we found Boa’s grown-up 
offspring near the place where we found its mother. 
As an independent dolphin, it was diving alongside 
its older colleagues Roko, Grof and Gabrijel, and ten 
other bottlenose dolphins.. 
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Written by: Tihana Vučur Blazinić

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?     

 

 Duje is one of our most favoured males 
we regularly see in the Cres-Lošinj archipelago. 
Encounters with Duje were rather frequent this year. 

Already in early spring we saw him whilst catching 
fish in front of Rovenska bay near Veli Lošinj and 
we continued to see him in the area between Punta 
Suha on the island of Cres and Ilovik Island. During  
the summer months, he was regularly seen in bigger 
groups with a large number of females with calves, 
to which he was showing his strength by jumping 
high.

ELMAR      

DUJE      

If the males Oniklina, Elmar, Meta, Šime or Bora 
joined the group, a true mess would occur on the 
sea surface. What happens below the surface we 
managed to find out on one such occasion, with our 
underwater camera and what we saw has amused 
us. Duje dove down, and bit the tail of Šime pulling 
him below the surface which was followed by a 
game of tag.

Such interactions actually explain why Duje’s dorsal 
fin is constantly changing throughout the years. 
Cracked tip of his dorsal fin and deep incision at the 
base makes him easily recognizable even with the 
naked eye. While reviewing and analysing collected 
data, we wonder how will Duje surprise us next year.

 It is almost unimaginable to search the 
waters of Lošinj and not stumble upon Elmar. Our 
lifelong resident was often seen in the company of 
his friends Duje, Meta, Eva, Blow near the islets of 
Vele and Male Orijule, Oruda Island, and the Lošinj 
Channel.

He mostly travelled in smaller groups, but in the 
late spring and summer he enjoyed the company of 
females Jelena, Basta, Dany, Anna, Ivan and Celina 
and their calves.

Although he has a more peaceful temper now, Elmar 
is full of knowledge and conveys his skills to younger 
generations. We witnessed it ourselves when we 
came across a group of dolphins engaged in chasing 
the garfish, just beneath the sea surface. Such a 
hunting method requires skilled swimming and 
extreme agility underneath the sea surface, which 
is always interesting to observe to our research 
team. On that occasion, Elmar amused us with his 
efficiency while younger dolphins followed him with 
attention.

Since we do not encounter Elmar so often engaging 
in battles for dominance, his dorsal fin has remained 
unchanged for years, so all the researchers can 
easily recognize him. We hope Elmar will remain for 
a long time part of Lošinj dolphins. 

ELSA       

NOLA       

 Nola is a resident female we regularly 
encounter within Cres-Lošinj archipelago. This 
year however, she was eager for new inquiries and 
travelled a little further than usual.

She was spotted in the company of Sosa, Kwama, 
Zora and Melita near the island of Olib and then 
again in the Lošinj channel with a large group of 
both, male and female dolphins. She also had a few 
trips to the island of Pag. Although Nola doesn’t have 
any new offspring, her calf born in 2010 who is now 
fully grown often keeps her company. During the 
sightings of the groups in which Nola was present, 
we noticed that she almost always swims with the 
females Lovro, Jelena, Dany and Zora. Sometimes 
they even let her taking care of their calves, showing 
the others her babysitting skills. On one occasion, 
while other moms were busy catching fish, Nola 
was swimming with two calves at the same time. 
Swimming right next to her, the calves followed her 
elegant movements near the sea surface. It would 
be a great pleasure if in the following year, along with 
the slightly marked but recognizably shaped fin of 
hers, we spot the small fin of new offspring. Because 
it is obvious that caring for the young calves suits 
her good.

 Elsa is a young female that, like Elmar, did 
not leave the waters of the island of Lošinj this year.
She was often seen in front of Veli Lošinj, from where 
we start our search for dolphins.

This year to our greatest pleasure, we found out that 
Elsa became a mommy once again! The young calf 
that she gave birth to in 2013 became independent 
in 2016 and was named Sebastian and we were 
impatiently waiting to observe a newborn dolphin 
in her company. On 20th of June, while following a 
group of dolphins that was feeding behind a trawler 
we noticed Elsa and her noticeable belly already 
then gave us a hunch that a new baby is on the way. 
And indeed, on July 12, to our delight, a small fin 
was swimming next to her. She found protection for 
her newborn in the company of the males Triton, 
Fabian, Bora, Šime and Babe. Her female friends 
Lovro, Dunja, Celina, Anna and Ivan helped her by 

babysitting the calf. The next encounters with Elsa 
were marked by her dedication to her newborn which 
did not separate from its mom not even for a second. 
It was swimming beside her and was learning how 
to properly dive and swim. The first thing it needed 
to learn was how to feed on its mother’s milk. It will 
help it to become strong and to grow bigger so it can 
be ready for the cold winter. We look forward to new 
meetings with this young family! 
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Marine litter

 The Blue World Institute is actively involved 
in finding solutions for the problem of marine litter 
by participating in international projects funded by 
EU - ACT4LITTER & Plastic Busters. The aim of 
the ACT4LITTER project was to come up with joint 
measures to preserve natural ecosystems from 
marine litter in Mediterranean Marine Protected 
Areas. More about project partners, activities, aims 
and results of this project you can find here at and 
here. Focus of the Plastic Busters project is on 
negative effects of marine litter on biota, particularly 
large marine vertebrates. This project is still ongoing 
and more details you can find here. 

New workshop on marine litter

This year we created a new workshop for high 
school groups devoted to the ongoing problem 
of marine litter. Participants of this workshop are 
actively involved in beach clean-up activities with 
further analysis of the litter found using standardized 
protocols. The aim is to determine type, amounts 
and possible origin of beach litter in order to 
estimate potential sources and cause of its inflow in 
the sea at different locations. Better understanding 
of the sources of marine litter can help us to create 
more efficient and specific measures to prevent this 
problem. So far, we had four high school groups from 
Croatia, Germany, Switzerland and UK participating 
in this workshop and their feedback was excellent. 
We are particularly happy that many of participants 
concluded how important it is to change some life 
habits, reduce usage of single-used plastics and 
select products with less packaging while shopping. 

Written by: Jelena Basta

Cigarette butts in the sea

Did you know that cigarette butts are the most 
common form of litter on the beaches? This data was 
also confirmed by our research of marine litter at the 
beaches of the island of Lošinj. Most of the people 
doesn’t recognize this as a major problem because 
they believe that cigarette butts are decomposing 
fast and easy. But, on the contrary, this is one of the 
most widespread misapprehensions about waste. 
Cigarette butt filters are not biodegradable and 
are containing dangerous chemicals like cellulose 
acetate and many other that are used in tobacco 
treatment. Additionally, we should keep in mind that 
cigarette butts from the beaches, same as those 
from the water drains end up in the sea where it 
takes decades for their poisonous components – 
arsenic, cadmium, lead, formaldehyde, ammonia, 
benzene, toluene etc. to break down. In the end, 
all these toxins are staying in the sea as parts of 
microplastics finding their way to the sea animals 
through food chains, causing serious consequences. 
The irony of this problem is that cigarette filters do 
not prevent damaging effect of smoking to human 
health. Exactly the opposite, cigarette filters are not 
filtering tobacco smoke but encourage smokers for 
stronger introduction of tar and nicotine, therefore 
increasing the risk of the smoking-related diseases. 
Lately, numerous environmental organizations 
are pointing to this problem around the world and 
launching campaigns to promote use of portable 
ashtrays and ban of smoking at the beaches. As a 
result, smoking is now banned at some of the most 
popular beaches in France. The Blue World Institute 
is joining these efforts by starting some initiatives 
at the local beaches at the island of Lošinj together 
with the group of local youth.

Encounters with
other marine species

 Often during our field trips, besides 
dolphins and turtles we also meet other interesting 
marine species. Some of them are regular inhabitants 
of the Adriatic Sea, others are just passing and some 
of them are considered invasive alien species.

Mnemiopsis leidyi – The sea walnut is a species 
of ctenophore, which have been given the 
name by motion organs that are stretched in the 
form of strips (ribs) throughout the
body. It is a planktonic organism that
has the ability of bioluminescence, meaning
that with a substance modification process
it produces energy that is almost entirely
transformed into light. Since this
species feeds on zooplankton
organisms, including planktonic
stages of fish (eggs and larvae),
its occurrence at the new
locations is often followed by
significant influence on the
new environment. For
example, in the Black Sea
this invasive species caused
great economic damage, the
most significant damage was
recorded for fisheries
because fish stocks were
drastically reduced as a
consequence of the
devastation of larvae.
Unfortunately, in recent years
we encounter this species
more and more in the Adriatic
and potential negative
influence on the fish stocks
are still unknown.

Written by: Marinela Cukrov Car and Jelena Basta

Porpita porpita - The blue button is a Cnidarian, 
which means that they have a special type of 
stinging cells on their tentacles. It lives on the 
surface of the sea and mainly feeds on zooplankton. 
Its body consists of two main parts: the float and the 
hydroid colony. There is a division of labour between 
hydroids - some have a role of defence mechanism, 
some are specialized for reproduction and some 
are specialized for capture of prey. During the new 
acoustic monitoring in the southern Adriatic we had 
the opportunity to meet this interesting plankton 
organism.
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